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December 27, 1976

No. 53 46
®f)e Commontoealtf) of iflaggadjusetts;

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS
DEPAR'I MENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEM EM I

LEVERETT SAL lONS LAI L BUILDING, GOVERN MIN I (IN I I K
100 CAMBRIDGE, STREET, BOSTON 0221

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives:

The General Court adopted the following measure in the form of
Chapter 3, Resolves of 1976.

Resolved, That the Department of Environmental Management is
hereby authorized to make an investigation and study relative to the
development and maintenance of a public beach along the Taunton
River, in the City of Fall River, in what was formerly known as the
Sandy Beach area, and shall in the course of its investigation and
study prepare suitable plans for pollution control and complete
development of a beach area. Said department shall report to the
general court the results of its investigation and study, and its
recommendations, if any, together with drafts of such legislation as
may be necessary to carry such recommendations into effect, by filing
the same with the clerk of the house of representatives on or before
the last Wednesday of December, nineteen hundred and seventy-six.

In accordance with the authorization given in the above Resolve,
the Department of Environmental Management submits the
following study report.

Respectfully submitted

EVAN S. DOBELLE.
Commissioner
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SPECIAL REPORT

OF THE

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

RELATIVE TO

THE DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE

OF A PUBLIC BEACH

ALONG THE TAUNTON RIVER

IN THE CITY OF FALL RIVER
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Situated on the shore of Mount Hope Bay, the City of Fall River
has had no salt-water beach since Sandy Beach succumbed to a
hurricane in 1938. The purpose of this study is to seek to identify sites
for potential beach development and problems mitigating against
immediate and successful implementation of a salt-water based
recreation program.
Physical Characteristics

Fall River is located at the mouth of the Taunton River as it
empties into Mount Hope Bay the area north of downtown is on
the Taunton and that south of downtown on the Bay. The city’s
prevalent topographical feature is a two hundred foot rise oriented
north /south within one-half mile of the shoreline. Residential
development has been linear along this rise save for development east
of downtown along the Quequechan River to South Watuppa Pond.
The Watuppa is one of two large freshwater ponds within the city.
The other is Cook Pond, subject of a 1975 Department of Natural
Resources Study outlining recreational potentials.
The Shore Line

The former Sandy Beach is approximately IV2 miles south of
downtown adjacent to the State of Rhode Island. Although once of
regional significance the beach has undergone substantial change
since the late 30’s. Today it is a 20 foot wide strip of rocks and pebbles
backed by an eroded cliff 15 to 20 feet high. The entire shoreline
south of downtown on Mount Hope Bay is much the same. North of
the beach along the Taunton River, industrial development including
docks and seawalls has replaced what beach there once was.

The focus of this study, then will be on the eastern shore of Mount
Hope Bay as the only area available for beach development.
Existing Uses

A sewage disposal plant was developed at Sandy Beach in 1948,
and a secondary treatment plant is to be added in the near future.
North of the plant, a dozen year-round houses are situated on the bay
side of Atlantic Avenue. Sylvania has a large manufacturing plant
with an adjacent tank farm and jetty, and intends to add a liquid
natural gas storage area within the next couple of years.

Further north are a half-dozen more houses, a few small industrial
buildings, and the base of Kennedy Park, the only sizeable piece of
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undeveloped land along the shoreline. Beyond the park are several
more houses, a railroad yard, and a few large, old, brick textile
buildings used for light manufacturing and storage.

These constitute the present uses along the shoreline from Sandy
Beach north into downtown Fall River. The area is predominantly
industrial in character, backed by one and two family homes rising up
the slope above the Bay. The base of Kennedy Park provides the only
access to the shoreline. With a 130foot drop as the park extends 1500
feet down the hill to the waters edge, the topography flattens out
along the Bay, becoming broader in the adjacent railroad yards.
Kennedy Park is maintained by the city, and provides many facilities
for both children and adult recreation. A new swimming pool has
recently been completed in the park. With a design capacity of 320
persons at one time it is anticipated that a substantial part of the
demand for swimming facilities in this area will be met.
Possible Beach Location

Assuming there were adequate land available for a beach
development at Sandy Beach, which there is not, the land forms
suggest that development and maintenance of a beach would involve
substantial earth moving on shore and possible construction of a
breakwater to protect the beach and minimize tidal action.

The base of Kennedy Park, on the other hand, is almost flat and
would allow construction of change houses and small parking area
with a minimum of earth moving. This location is protected by a
small stone jetty to the south which would minimize sand movement.
Proposed Location

Given the south shore’s topography and land use, Kennedy Park
provides the only opportunity to develop a beach of any size. A beach
at this location would augment existing Kennedy Park recreation
amenities in serving a dense residential area within a mile of
downtown Fall River. Battleship Cove Park, presently under
development to the north, will include areas for picnicking, field and
paved court games, strolling, bicycling and band concerts. A link
could tie Battleship Cove Park and Kennedy Park together creating a
waterfront recreation area almost V/i miles in length easily accessible
from the downtown area. In addition, considerable open-space exists
from the waterfront east into downtown, paralleling interstate 195.
Part of this land might be incorporated into an extension of the
waterfront development, penetrating the downtown core.
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I he effect ot this proposal would be to develop a public recreation
network along the waterfront, with access points at various locations
in both residential and commercial neighborhoods where a minimum
of developed open-space presently exists.
Factors Mitigating Against Development

The most serious problem to be overcome in the successful
development ol water-based recreation in Fall River is that of water
pollution. Recreational boating and sw'imming along the mainstream
ol the launton River and in Mount Hope Bay are sharply curtailed
because of the impact ol municipal and industrial pollution sources
on water quality.

The Massachusetts Department of Water Pollution Control
provides continuous monitoring of pollution levels in the Taunton
River and Mount Hope Bay. In addition, readings are taken at the
thirteen combined sewer overflows, the primary outlet for pollutants
into the Bay.

Upwards of 15 million gallons per day, almost one-third of the
total flow of Fall River’s combined sewage system, finds its way into
the Bay through overflow chamber discharges. Out-flow at William
Street, adjacent to Kennedy Park, and at Charles Street, in the Sandy
Beach area, is particularly heavy.

The Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD) counts in the Sandy
Beach and Kennedy Park area range from a wet weather low of 31 to
a dry weather high of 480. More importantly, fecal coliform counts,
an indicator of the possible presence of pathogenic (disease carrying)
bacteria, range from 240.000 per 100 ml. to 4,600,000 per 100 ml. The
legal limit for swimming is 1000 coliform per 100 ml.

The City of Fall River is aware of the need to curtail sewer
overflow. Several alternatives are presently under consideration,
most centering on construction of a stormwater pretreatment facility
at the base of Kennedy Park. Development of this facility is several
years away, and the extent of construction is as yet unknown.

Even with construction of a pretreatment facility and a secondary
treatment plant in Fall River, the pollution problems in Mount Hope
Bay are not fully solved. Considerable waste is dumped into the
Taunton River upstream of Fall River by other cities and towns and
various industries.

Of particular concern are the industrial pollutants, especially the
heavy metals. Over the years these pollutants have washed into
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Mount Hope Bay and settled to the bottom. The level of mercury and
cadmium in sludge samples from the Bay are extremely high, as is the
level of arsenic.

Dredging is the only safe way to reduce this danger. The U.S.
Corps of Engineers has plans to dredge the shipping channel into the
Taunton River but the extent of the proposed operation may be such
that heavy metal pollutant levels in the Bay are not substantially

' Until the point sources arc controlled, industrial polluters and
other towns and cities will continue to have considerable influence
over the water quality in Mount Hope Bay irrespective of the efforts
of Fall River, Assuming all proposed planning and funding proceeds
without delay, implementation of a comprehensive pollution control
plan for the Taunton River and Mount Hope Bay is at least seven
years away. In this light, operation of a beach on the Bay, open daily
with the assurance of suitable water quality is perhaps ten years away.
Future Planning

The development of Battleship Cove Park has prompted a
resurgence of interest in the recreational potential of Fall River’s
waterfront. Concurrently there is mounting pressure to develop the
industrial potential of the waterfront.

Economically, Fall River has fared worse than most cities in recent
years. Access by shipping is seen as a resource on which the city
should capitalize to stimulate a recovery. Petroleum related industries
are most interested in exploiting this potential, with existing tank
farms, an LNG storage area planned, and discussion of Fall River
being an appropriate site for a refinery.

The implication is that to accommodate the various uses vying for
a waterfront location, consideration must be given to ways of
successfully integrating the desired recreational uses into existing and
proposed industrial and municipal development. An immediate
opportunity is to site and design the proposed stormwater

|pretreatment facility in Kennedy Park in such a way as not to
preclude future recreational development in adjacent areas. Similar
consideration should be given to any future industrial development
along the waterfront, particularly any within that area outlined in this
report as being appropriate for a continuous waterfront park.
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Existing Fresh Water Swimming Areas.
South Watuppa Pond, to the east of downtown Fall River,

supports a private beach at the mouth of Sucker Brook. As this area
is unsewered, industrial and municipal waste is discharged directly
into both the Brook and the Watuppa necessitating frequent beach
closings.

The Watuppa is very shallow and warms considerably through the
summer. In combination with a high nutrient content, an annuali
algae bloom is promoted which renders the Watuppa aesthetically*
unsuitable for swimming. Over the years, copper sulphate has been
used in an attempt to control the algae, but now seems to have been
assimilated and causes the algae to flourish. Cook Pond, to the south
of downtown Fall River, is used for swimming by neighborhood
children. Water quality is suspect, although game fish introduced a
few years ago are thriving. Most buildings around the pond are
unsewered and soils percolation is poor so that run-off regularly
drains into the Pond.

The southern perimeter of the Pond borders Rhode Island. Cess
pools in Rhode Island are said to overflow during heavy rain and a
factory discharges into the Pond. Algae blooms are evident at various
locations during the summer.

Cook Pond could be developed into an attractive fresh water
swimming area as proposed by the 1975 DNR Cook Pond Study.
Substantial headway has been made in checking pollution sources,
though co-operation with Rhode Island is needed to check remaining
sources. As an interim response to the need for water based
recreation, Cook Pond offers the most potential and is most readily
realizable.
Funding

The City of Fall River can receive federal and stale reimbursement
of a major portion of costs incurred by the city for development of a
park system. Federal funds are available through the Department of
the Interior, Bureau of Outdoor Recreation (BOR) Land and
Conservation Fund. This fund provides up to 50% reimbursement ot
acquisition and development costs for public outdoor recreation
areas. Community Development Block Grants provided through the
revenue sharing program to Fall River would also be an appropriate
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funding source. The Massachusetts Self-Help Program, administered
by the Division of Conservation Services will reimburse up to 50% of
expenditures for land acquired for conservation or passive outdoor
recreation.

Applied together, the BOR and Self-Help programs can provide up
to 75% reimbursement of acquisition costs and 50% of replacement
costs.
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